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May, our last official meeting of the year, we will close this session with our AGM which will be held
on May 16th at 1:00 PM at 2700 Rufus Rockhead. Our speaker will Howard Shapiro, who is co-founder
and co-director of the Namuwongo Literacy Project. And next month the National Council of
Women AGM will be held in Winnipeg from June 16 to June 19, 2019.
I would like to thank you all for the privilege of allowing me to serve MCW for the past three years.
It has been a pleasure to help plan and to host MCW’s various activities. I thank the board of
outstanding women for all their help and contribution towards the cause, and also thank the
committee chairs and our members without whom MCW would not be the organisation that it is
today.
As we come to the end of another year, the board is already gearing up plans for meetings and
events for our next session commencing in September. This will happen during the summer.
I take this time to extend congratulations and wish much success to the incoming president and
new board. I also wish each and everyone of you a fun and relaxing summer. Hope to see you all
in the fall! - Shirley Gyles, President
During the summer once again, the board will be planning another year of meetings and
information gathering.
It has been a busy year albeit informative and interesting; time just flew by quickly. Do have a
wonderful and safe summer and we look forward to seeing you all in September.

AGM MEETING – May 16, 2019

Shirley Gyles - President

HOWARD SHAPIRO
Guest Speaker
The Namuwongo Literacy Project
The guest speaker for our May 16th AGM is retired teacher and administrator,
Mr. Howard Shapiro who is also the co-founder and a co-director of The
Namuwongo Literacy Project, an initiative designed to promote the
development of a literate, secure and peaceful community of children and
youth who come from diverse tribal backgrounds and lost children. The goal
is to bring literacy and numeracy to 20 children per year in the shantytown
of Nanuwongo.
Shapiro’s expertise is helping children with behavioural problems. The father
of two and the grandfather of two; Howard is also director of secular studies
at the Belz Chassidic Community’s Boys’ High School. In the summer, he was
a consultant to “In Real Life”, a new reality TV show for early teens made by
Apartment 11 Productions, for YTV.
In 2006, Shapiro and fellow educator, Judy Labow, with whom he has had a
long professional association, created the program. Mr. Shapiro will be
speaking about the 12-year-old project and its many challenges and
successes. We look forward to his enlightening talk of compassion and
perseverance. - S. Gyles
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THE NAMUWONGO LITERACY PROJECT
In 2006, seasoned traveler, Howard Shapiro was on the verge
of retirement when fellow veteran educator, Judy Labow
convinced him that their skills were desperately needed in
Africa, especially in impoverished Uganda. Labow who had
travelled to Africa as a tourist and then as a volunteer,
persuaded Shapiro that something more needed to be done
in the countries that they had visited. Struck by the poverty
and desperation when he first visited Uganda and Africa,
Howard conceded and together they created a literacy
program for children in the squalid settlement of Namwonga,
outside the Ugandan capital of Kampala. They did this
without the assistance of any non-governmental organization
or government body.
Namwonga, home to many thousands, is a shantytown that
sprang up during the years of bloody conflict in northern
Uganda, between the rebel Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) and
government forces. More than a million people were
displaced during that time. Mostly farmers and herders, they
lost the skills to rebuild their lives elsewhere.
Shapiro and Labow started their project through a contact
they had with a former Ugandan student at Concordia
University, who is now a deputy minister in his country.
The school’s first classroom was held outdoors. The two
Montrealers began by choosing 30 “true” orphans (those
without mother or father) aged five to seven, who are
numerous. They taught half-day classes in basic English, the
official language along with Swahili, and some numeracy. In
time, a local full-time teacher was hired and the half days
became full ones; a Ugandan curriculum is followed.
While public schooling is free and compulsory, these children
could not pay for the mandatory supplies and uniforms,
including shoes. It’s a pittance by Canadian standards, but a
fortune for them. The program is completely self-financed
through Shapiro and Labow’s efforts. Shapiro knew he would
do what he could there for as long as possible.
Speaking emphatically, about the resilience of the Ugandan
people, who inhabit a breathtakingly beautiful but troubled
land, this soft-hearted man gets emotional, “It’s changed my
life, it’s become a passion.”
The program has now graduated its first elementary school
class, and a few children who have sponsors have gone onto
high school. These graduates were kids growing up in shacks
made of salvaged material, with no electricity, no running
water, no sanitation, and often in poor health. “We are
changing lives, however few,” Shapiro said.
The program is in its third home, a private school called Queen
Anne’s, which provides a classroom and some administration,
but is otherwise separate. Children line up for a chance to
get into the program; only a few are added each year.
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They have proven to be good students; attendance is high,
behaviour good, and the dropout rate almost nil. Their grades
have been at or above the national average. About 80
children have been in the program over its history, an equal
number of boys and girls, which was important to the
Montrealers. Although the program has grown, the goal is not
to create another school, but rather to provide individualized
attention to those in most need.
“This is a place”, Shapiro said, “where children, especially the
rootless, often fall prey to those who would exploit them for
labour, sexual abuse and, as happened at the height of the
conflict when Shapiro first arrived, to serve as “soldiers” in the
LRA. “The program gives these sometimes homeless children
a safe place during the day, and probably their only real meal
of the day. “Children in school uniforms also tend to be left
alone, a deterrent to abductors,” Shapiro explained. “It’s
thought somebody must be expecting them.”
Shapiro spends about a month a year in Uganda, separately
from Labow, in order to extend the time that they are there.
More than 30 volunteers, mostly educators from Montreal,
have worked on the program for periods of from two weeks
to four months. The annual budget is modest, about $7,000 to
$8,000, Shapiro said, and that includes the $1,200 competitive
salary, paid to the teacher. Besides Shapiro and Labow’s
personal networks, most of the funds have been raised by
students in his old school board. Shapiro and Labow speak in
the schools, and the children create projects inspired by the
program.
Contributions in kind, like supplies from the board or shipping
from a parent in that business, help. Shapiro and Labow also
buy paper-bead jewelry made by Ugandan women, and sell
them here for a little extra cash. “Every penny raised goes
directly to the program. More money would enable them to
reach more kids, but Shapiro is content to make a small
contribution.
The program is not a registered charity, but tax receipts are
issued through LOVE (Leave Out Violence Everywhere), the
national community organization helping at-risk kids that was
founded 20 years ago by Montrealer Twinkle Rudberg. Any
volunteers from here pay their own travel and
accommodation expenses, but are issued a tax receipt,
While donations are always welcome, Shapiro is looking for
people with skills that he and Labow lack. He would like the
program to have a website and would appreciate finding
someone who can design and maintain it. He would also like
help, perhaps from a retired lawyer, in obtaining charitable
status. Someone who could organize a fundraiser or help sell
the paper beads would also be welcome. Shapiro and
Labow are also trying to match prospective sponsors with the
Ugandan children.
You can contact Shapiro at oppih@bell.net, or Labow
at JudyLabow@gmail.com.
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ELIZABETH MONK
Elizabeth Monk was the first woman to win McGill’s Faculty of
Law gold medal for academic excellence; and because of
gender-based discrimination in law at that time, she had to
fight for 20 years before becoming one of the first two women
officially admitted to the Quebec Bar in 1942.
Over her illustrious career as a corporate lawyer, Monk
advocated for the advancement of women within the legal
community and in Quebec society. She was the first Quebec
woman to receive a Queen’s Counsel designation. Her
pioneering work for the advancement of women was
recognized on March 8, 2019, when she was designated a
historic personage by Nathalie Roy, Quebec’s Minister of
Culture and Communications and Minister Responsible for the
French Language.
More information about this designation can be found at:
http://www.patrimoineculturel.gouv.qc.ca

MAYLISSA LUBY – SOCIAL WORKER
During the April 4 lunch, MCW had the privilege to welcome
Maylissa Luby, who worked with La Sortie as a full-time social
worker. She grew up in Quebec City and started in the sex
trade as a teenager. In the presence of her grandmother for
the first time, Maylissa spoke to us from the heart while also
generously sharing her lived experience and that of other
women she works with to give us a better picture of this issue
and its prevalence in Montreal specifically.
La Sortie is the first safehouse in Quebec dedicated to the
survivors of sexual exploitation.
During her thought provoking presentation, Maylissa shared
statistics on the magnitude of the issue. This is the second
fastest growing industry in the world, and contrary to what
some believe, the sex trade is prevalent in Montreal, that is
known to many as the "Bangkok of the North", and an
international destination for sex tourism.
Through sharing stories of women's experiences, Maylissa
highlighted that a trafficked person is often coerced by subtle
manipulation rather than overt physical force, and painted
the picture of a long process, and why many women have
major challenges in getting out. As she noted "pimps sell you
a dream". She shared a story of a teenager, for example, who
was bought a ticket to Toronto by a pimp to live with
him. Coercion started with him noting how expensive it is in
Toronto and that exotic dancing would be the way for her to
pay her way. This woman had prior experience of domestic
violence, and started to recognize the signs of coercion and
abuse when he threw a pizza box in her face, and Maylissa
powerfully shared that this woman, in her bathrobe, ran

outside to a police station to get out. Unlike this woman,
many do not have the lived experience to recognize the signs
of coercion and for some, also equate touching and sex with
love. As noted, 40% of survivors of sexual exploitation,
according to Maylissa, have experienced incest or a form of
sexual abuse in their lives and may have cognitive distortion
from past unhealed trauma and/or a lack of boundaries
given family experiences. Some women enter the industry, as
did Maylissa with a mindset of "I have been abused, why not
get paid for it."
Other alarming statistics shared gave a picture of particular
risk fact ors, for example, Indigenous women make up 1% of
our population but account for 50% of the women in the sex
industry. 78% of women who leave the sex industry say they
have experienced mental health problems. According to
Maylissa, 90% of survivors want to leave. Many may
experience a type of "dissociation" to sustain themselves.
When asked about sex worker's rights groups and the debates
within feminist circles on this issues, Maylissa raised the point
that when this issue becomes too politically polarized, the
unfortunate side effect is that the lived experience and
empathy for suffering is lost. She noted that La Sortie is not a
political advocacy organization.
MCW thanks Maylissa for her courage to share her story, her
passion and purpose with us, which raised much discussion.
For more information on La Sortie's work or to see how you
can support them further, here is their website:
https://www.lasortie.org/en/what-is-the-way-out/
Adriana Greenblatt
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You are cordially invited to the annual
exhibition of
THE WOMEN'S ART STUDIO
4710 rue Saint Ambroise
Complexe du Canal Lachine
Montreal, H4C 3R4
from May 2 to May 6, 11 AM to 4 PM
Vernissage Saturday May 4, 2 PM to 4 PM

May 2019

The Women’s Art Society of
Montreal presents:
April 30, 2019: Artist/educator, Deena
Dlusy-Apel will speak about her work
and the importance of social
consciousness
From 1:30 to 2:30pm at the Unitarian
Church of Montreal, 5035 de
Maisonneuve West. Nonmembers $10.
New members welcome - men also.
www.womensartsociety.com or
514-495-3701
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Please note that MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL is
due in May and we thank you if you have already
completed and submitted your renewal
information. If you haven’t yet renewed, please
send completed form and cheque to:
Montreal Council of Women
P.O. Box 72117, 151 Atwater Ave.,
Montreal, QC H3J 2Z6
VP Membership – Joan Macklin
mcwmembers@gmail.com
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MCW 120TH ANNIVERSARY BOOK
The MCW book, “The Montreal Council of Women, 120
Years and Counting… A Retrospective”, is a
kaleidoscope of the various women’s organizations that
have been formed in Montreal over the past 120 years.
The cover, beautifully designed by the late Cheryl
Braganza offers a panoramic view of some of the city’s
oldest groups, a treasure trove of information relating to
these women. Copies are $20 each. This treasure chest
of information can be purchased by sending an email to
info@montrealcouncilwomen.ca, or contacting
B. Destounis email: bdestounis@videotron.ca or S. Gyles,
email: sagyles@sympatico.ca .

MCW AGM MEETING
Thursday – May 16, 2019
1:00 PM
Guest Speaker
HOWARD SHAPIRO
The Namuwongo Literacy Project
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